
Commodity Intelligence
Why we are sceptical on EV’s.



Li-ion looks like an intermediate step technology and not the end game. 





Theoretical issues:

Best Li-Ion battery could theoretically achieve is 160 
kj/mol.

Best current production is around 3-4?

Fossil fuel delivers 175kj/mol vs 3-4. 



Full cycle test claims. Tesla.

Source: Tesla.



But CNG,LNG  is the same magnitude of reduction:

Biomethane cuts CO2 emissions 
75%



Singapore charges Tesla $15000

The Model S was charged S$15,000 (U.S. $10,481) for exceeding the carbon emissions requirement. All the while, the owner, and anyone else that 
knows of the model, likely would have expected a rebate.

When Singapore’s Land Transport Authority (LTA) tested the vehicle it was shown to consume 444 Wh/km of electric energy. This number is nearly 
double U.S. EPA’s estimates. The emissions produced from that use of energy, estimated through the CEVS equation, reached 222g CO2/km.

The Tesla was the first electric car not qualifying for the rebate in Singapore, according to the LTA.

Driving an equivalent gas-powered car like the Mercedes S-Class S 500 results in emissions of approximately 200 gCO2/km. 

So in the real world Tesla actually barely outclasses the Mercedes S in a coal fired economy like Singapore. 



So if my objective is purely Carbon related:
Gasoline 100%

LPG 80%

CNG 80%

Electric 53%

Biogas 25%.

Biogas which is an easy technology is by far the winner. 



Real World Comparison:
Clio



Renault Clio and Zoe are identical: diesel vs EV.
Zoe



So comparison:
Zoe

54g/km

Clio

83g/km.

=65%. 



But we need to make some adjustments:
1> If we move the Zoe to coal fired energy the rating will more than double:

106g/km.

2> If we adjust for the life cycle cost of manufacture:

£25k for Zoe vs £16k for Clio 

82g/km, ie identical.



We’ve totally focussed on carbon issues.
Factor in cost: higher

Utility: lower.

Range: Rubbish!

Recharge (1-2hrs) vs Refill (10 mins)

Lack of infrastructure.

And we just think EV’s are non starter based on Li Ion technology. 



Finally a scientific body published this:



That brings us to the grid.

As soon  as renewable reach 20% odd, we need storage, or much gas co-gen



Li-ion fails on this test too:

Any Li-ion based storage system has a half life of just over 2 years.



Conclusion

1> Li-ion lacks the energy density to make it an efficient battery for 
transportation.

(BIG exception: Ebikes.)

2>Li-ion lacks the carbon lifecycle attributes claimed for it in modern electric 
grids.

3>Li-ion lacks the recharge requirements making it a suitable grid storage 
medium.

It SMELLS like a transition technology. 



One last point.

NASA ‘Whistleblower’ accuses
Agency of data fraud..


